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May 20, 2021 at 2:41 pm. . January 23, 2022 at 3:47 pm A: If I understood you correctly: you need to distinguish between
"hour" and "day" and "week"? If so, then you should use time (built-in): import datetime from collections import OrderedDict
from collections import Counter from datetime import timedelta import itertools import numpy as np import pandas as pd from
scipy.stats import spearmanr from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split from sklearn.metrics import (accuracy_score,
confusion_matrix, f1_score, precision_score, recall_score, roc_auc_score) from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelBinarizer
def remove_numerics(x): try: x = np.floor(x) except TypeError: # string value, assumes it's only numeric strings x = [x] except
ValueError: # no numeric values, so must be a mixture of strings and numeric values x = [x] return x # DataLoader is a class that
reads data and splits it into training and test sets class DataLoader(object): def __init__(self, data_path, batch_size,
convert_raw_data): """ :param data_path: Path to the CSV file :param batch_size: How many examples should we process at
once :param convert_raw_data: Boolean - if true convert data to numerical representation """ self.data_path = data_path
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